1. Introduction
Sealed quotations are invited from Authorized distributors of Industrial walk behind road sweeping equipment for supply to the Institute on the terms and conditions stated below. Technical and Commercial bids in Separated and sealed envelope, super scribing technical and commercial bid for “Supply of Industrial walk behind road sweeper” may be submitted at the following address:

Indraprastha Institute of Information Technology Delhi Okhla Industrial Estate, Phase III,(Near Govind Puri Metro Station)
New Delhi -110020

2. Specification:-
Battery operated road sweeper with charger (220VAC)
Cleaning Capacity 3400 to 3600Sqm an hour.
Total sweep path (32 to 35 Inch)
Types of Filter (Ployster bag)
Working Speed 4 to 6 km/hr
Vacuum Rating of 250 to 300 CFM
Variable speed through hand lever.
Solid steel frame reinforced at all stress points.
High gloss epoxy resin finish

3. S. No Product Quantity (nos.)
1 Industrial walk behind road sweeper 1*

* Quantity may increase as per actual requirement on the quoted rate

4. Submission details
The commercial and technical bid should be deposited or sent by post separately in sealed envelope super subscribing “Commercial and Technical bid for Industrial road sweeper” respectively on the sealed envelope and addressed to the Registrar IIIT- Delhi latest by By 30 Oct.2012 at 3 PM

5. Terms & conditions
Delivery : Within 15 days of placing Order.
Payment : Within 10 days of successful running condition
Taxes : All Inclusive
Institute’s Rights : IIIT-Delhi reserves the right to accept or reject any bid without assigning any reason thereof
Validity of bids : The bid must be valid for at-least a period of one month
Warranty : Minimum One Year
EMD : Rs.15,000/- in the form of DD in favour of IIIT- Delhi, payable at Delhi
Authorization certification should be enclosed with the technical bid.